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E5XORDIUJM
The fundamental question today is how are we going to fund the hardware

and forces essential to our national security. Compelling cases have been
made for the necessity of enhancing our strategic capabilities, bolstering our
conventional forces, assuring force sustainability, and improving our

. industrial preparedness.

Nonetheless, the levels of defense spending are increasingly under
attack. The traditional reluctance to bear increasing burdens for defense in
peacetime seems to be reasserting itself. The perceived social and economic

4 costs of continuing recent defense spending increases are motivating
reductions.

How well the defense community deals with these perceived opportunity
costs may well determine our ability to survive.
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ABSTRACT

Problem Statement: A fundamental problem is how to secure funding needed for
the hardware and forces essential to our national security. The perceived
social and economic costs of defense increases inhibit the public support
requisite to sustained defense production. This paper examines the factors of
production in terms of their contributions to defense production and the
opportunity costs of those contributions. From that examination a framework
for increasing defense production by reducing perceived opportunity costs is
developed.
Findina/Inerences:

1. There appears to be a growing sensitivity to the perceived opportunity
costs of defense production expenditures.

2. Actions are underway addressing those opportunity costs.
3. An integrative framewrk for these [actions) and additional actions is

desirable.

aMcommndatios:
1. A framework for the defense comumity-to address perceived opportunity

costs should consist of:
a. A continued, increased, and sustained emphasis on stewardship of

public resources;
b. A d nstrable sensitivity to opportunity costs;
c. Coehensive and innovative efforts to assure an informed public

and to invite evaluation of progress toward longer range objectives; and
d. Aggressive efforts to increase the stability and dependability of

resource comuitmmts to support defense production.
2. Som specfic actions within that framewrk include:

a. Increasing the personal sensitivity to and accountabillty for
public resources tarought portrayal of opportunity costs, reduced resource
span of control, and increased specificity of resource management
responsibility;

b. Using "viability indicators" to identify programs whose
opportunity costs ay have becoa exassive;

c. Using defense strategies that consider hardware mixes keyed to
net social and defense costs;

d. Publicizing the "opportunity benefits" of defense spending;
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pulic], e. Projecting Soviet threat and intentions realistically [for the

f. Expanding proactive advertising by the defense community;
g. Incentivizing production capability Lnvestaents by demand for

production end ites [rather than by directly subsidizing the increased
capability at the expense of carrent production].
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EUTIVE SUMR

Defense production increases supportive of United States national
security require increased government funding. That government funding is, in
turn, dependent upon public understanding and support. Public support, in
turn, depends on perceptions of the opportunity costs of defense spending.
The body politic must perceive the opportunities of decreased deficits and of
increase social program spending less isportant to the national interest than
the increased security resulting from increased defense expenditures.

A framework from which the defense community might act to secure this
support consists of:

- A continued, increased, and sustained emphasis on stewardship of
public resources;

- A demonstrable sensitivity to opportunity costs;

- Comprehensive and innovative efforts to assure an informed public and
to invite evaluation of progress toward longer range objectives; and

- Aiggressive efforts to increase the stability and dependability of
resource citments to support defense production.

Within that fraumok, a number of actions are already underway. Fra%..,
waste, and abuse programs address stewardship. The development and

lication of the Defense Economic Impact Modeling System (DEIDS)
dinn1tates a sensitivity to opportunity costs. Public information
initiatives and a focus on longer range objectives are evident. Defense
contractors, led by Bath Iron Works, are starting to take their story to the
public. ot with longer range objectives, a stable and dependable
growth in defense is being charted. IZIM is being used to predict the labor
and matri. dmands so that industry can better plan their facilities and
inveetn bnts to meet the dmends.

Sme additional suestions for actions within the framework are:

- Inc se personal sensitivity to and acountability for mmiagement of
WWI rsouroes through opportunity cost portrayal, decreased econmic span

of cmtrol, ad incresed specificity of reponsility;

n- e "viability indicators" to identify program whose opportunity
coats my beaming ewiessivey

.onside in defense strategies the emloymemt of hardware that tens
to minimize total de,.e and social costs;

-Publicize opportunity benfits" of defe spsaingi
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- Project the Soviet threat and intentions for the public realistically;

- Expand carefully the current initiatives of defense contractors to take
their story to the public;

- Incentivize investment through demand for production end items rather
than by subsidizing investments in surge or increased production capability at
the expense of current production.

Military, industrial, and economic strength can all be limited by
insufficient national determination. Many speakers at the Industrial College
and many contemporary writers cite the need for greater public support. This
per outlines a framework and some specific actions that may be useful in
gaining public acceptance of the defense spending requisite for national
security.
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~CHAPTE I

L Z INM=NO .TION

' Persective and Purpose of the Study.

The challenge of assuring adequate defense production appears to be

twofold: to increase defense productivity and to secure the necessary funds
for increased production.

The two challenges are related in several key ways. Increased

productivity can reduce the requirement for additional funds. Increased

productivity can demonstrate competence and stewardship that motivate greater

asort from production spending because it is not perceived as wasteful. And

increased productivity may itsc-f )-equire Additional funding to make the

initial investments required-

This study develops a framework from which one may address public

resistance to increase defense production by more fully considering the

perceived opportunity costs of such spending. Recognition of the importance

of public support and of the importance of sensitivity to opportunity costs

appears to be growing. Many individual actions are underway that address the

probIm. 7his paper is designed to contribute a framework for such efforts

and to suggest same additional specific actions which may be desirable.

o nization and Focus of the Study.

By way of bacround, production, productivity and opportunity cost

ompts will be discussed. The factors of production will then be examined

in tevA. of their contributions to production and the opportunity costs of

thou contributions. The focus will be on the defense electronics industry.

1



The focus on defense electronics is motivated by a variety of

considerations. Electronics production is increasingly important to our

defense and our economy. Defense and commercial electronics are related in

interesting ways. The dynamics of the electronics industry make it uniquely

illustrative. Barriers to and requisites for increasing defense production

will also be examined.

From those examinations of production factors and the requisites and

-. barriers to increasing defense production, a framework will be proposed from

which to address the barriers and perceived opportunity costs. Consistent

with the framework additional specific actions will be suggested.

2
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Production.

There are many ways to look at production and production has been looked

" at in many ways. The different approaches spring from differing individual

, perspectives, the inherent complexity of production process which invites

diversity, and the imperfections and weaknesses of prior approaches which

subsequent approaches attempt to redress.

From an economic perspective, production results from a combination of

factors. Generally the factors of production are listed as land, labor,

capital, entrepreneurial skill, and technology. This general relationship can

be expressed mathematically by P-f (L,L,K,E,T) , where P(roduction) is equal to

a f(unction) of L(and), L(abor), K(apital), E(ntrepreneurial skill), and

T (echnology).
Determining or approximting the nature of that function presents

additional challenges. Several basic approaces are employed. I will very

briefly describe the Cobb-Douglas approach and the Input-Output approach.

The Cobb-Douglas approach depicts production as a process requiring both

capital and labor for there to be any production. A simple formilation would

be of the for P - A K L .1 P(roduction) is equal to the product of

K(apital) eloyed with a productivity represented by the exponential power

ts L(abor) employed with a productivity represented by the exponential

multiplied by a scaling factory, A.

3
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If one tracks production versus capital and labor over time,

approximations for A, , and can be developed. Using these

approximations one can then predict what changing labor and capital might do

to production.

This basic approach is often modified to incorporate other factors and

evaluate their predictive value. Without getting into details, a couple of

formulas will be presented along with their use to illustrate the kinds of

things currently being done.

The formula depicits output, Q, as the product

of a scaling factor, A; the constant e raised to a power rt that represents a

rate of neutral technological change; E, the ratio of civilian employment to

the civilian labor force raised to the power g which represents the

elasticity of capital utilization with respect to the employment Latio ti=es

the constant; K, the stock of capital and m, manhours, raised to powers

indicated. 2 It is used to help determine the effect of capital utilization

on productivity. The formula is used to

show that basic research can speed the change in total factor productivity. 3

*hat should one make of this? What relevance does it have? I suggest

that three things ought to come to mind. First, mathematical techniques exist

to model production. Second, that these techniques are, at best,

approximations. Third, that there is not coammn agreement on which techniques

to use - which can be shown by looking at another approach.

Another way of viewing production would be as a series of inputs of

specific types of labor and material being transformed by a black box into a

4



series of outputs of products. There are models that represent this process

for very large systems indeed. The Soviet Union is a planned economy.

Determining how much specific labor, material, and intermediate products are

needed as inmpts to produce the desired series of final output products

presents enormous challenges to them. Their determinations, in essence,

result from solving equations that represents the input-output process. The

United States, though not a planned economy, also employs large input-output

models. Though resources in the United States free market or mixed economy

are largely allocated as the result of natural processes of supply and demand,

models can be used to assess the impact of changing inputs on outputs or the

inputs needed for certain levels of outputs.

One such series of United States models is known as DEI 4S (Defense

B onmic Impact Modeling System). The purposes of DEIMS are:

- To analyze the economic impact of defense expenditures on the United

States economy using a consistent and reliable framework of economic models

and governmnt policy assumptions.

- TO provide planning information on defense requirements to private

sector firms in order to alert these coupanies to sales opportunities as well

as encourage coumanies to add additional capacity where needed.

- To allow the Department of Defense to analyze the impact of

alternative defense budgets on key industrial sectors, skilled labor

categories, and raw material requirements. 4

I conclude from this that the Department of Defense is sensitive to the

imct of defense production on the economy as a whole and that the economy as

5



a whole i pacts defense production. Furthermore, the DOD has and is using

tools to evaluate these impacts. The tools and the resulting assessments,

while extraordinarily valuable and useful, are subject to limitations and the

results will always be approximations.

Productivity.

What can be said about production applies even more so to productivity.

There are differing approaches with differing limitations from differing

perspectives to address productivity. Ew and what to measure remains a

challenge.

Productivity can be expressed as output per input. Often, it is the

dollar output of goods and services per manhour expended. Sometimes it is the

output per total input. The term total factor productivity is often used to

describe Lhat relatinship. Manipulat. ons of the Cobb-Douglas formula vire

used to measure and evaluate total factor productivity and the rate of change

of total factor productivity.

Productive efficiency is another term used to indicate a productivity

cncept. It is a measure of how much of our total productive capability we

are employing. It is a linear programming approach.

Efficiency is equal to current production (P) divided by maximum

oduction(p*). The maximization problem is then expressed as

maximize pi

subject to

where F is a matrix of the factors of production over time

(capital, labor, energy, and intermediate purchases)

and F is the limit of those factors at a given period of

time. 5

6
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The relevance of this is again that imprecise but useful tools exist for

assessing productivity. Later in the paper, the total factor productivity and

productive efficiency concepts will be useful in developing a framework for

S.increasing defense production by decreasing perceived opportunity costs.

Oortunity Costs.

Opportunity cost is an economics concept and term. It is what you

cannot do or forego because you do something else. For example, if one has

only $5 and buys beer and pizza, one cannot use the same $5 for investments.

If one spends money for defense production, one cannot spend the same money to

reduce the national debt or to fund social program. One must trade off

expenditures of one kind against the other. This is commonly called "guns or

butter." Perhaps today is would be more accurately described as guns or

deficits or social programs. The Beetle Bailey cartoon courtesy of King

Features Syndicate, overleaf, illustrates a popular perception.

7hus, in gross and general terms, today, the serviced opportunity costs

of increased defense spending appear to be decreased funding of social

prograims and increased budget deficits. In addition, there are some

interesting characteristics of defense, especially defense electronics

production spending, that may create unique opportunity costs. These shall be

addressed as we examine the factors of production in detail.

Reusites for and Barriers to Increasing Defense Production.

To increase defense production, we need to increase the factors of

producton. That is we need more labor, more capital, more land, or to employ

them better through greater entrepreneurial skill and technology.

7
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Let me briefly elaborate in terms of a basic Cobb-Douglas model.

if ,then we need more K or L or to increase the productivity

of capital ()and labor ( ) we are already employing. We could also change

the scaling factor (A) by reducing government regulation, for example. 6

* Reducing government regulation would of course involve tradeoffs between

production and the goals of regulation.

Increasing the factors would require additional funding. Some gains

could be theoretically made by actions which increase the productivity of

existing labor and capital; however, even these would likely require seed

money. Furthermore, when one examines the disparity of defense spending

between ourselves and the Soviet Union over the last decade or so,

productivity improvement alone appears insufficient to the task.7

if we reflect on the linear programmi.ng approach, we could get more

total production if we produced a product mix that maximally employed the

factors of production. That is, by taking advantage of our excess capaity

and reducing products that compete for the sawe scarce resources, we could

produce more total valued-..products. If we consider all possible product mixes

as a production possibility frontier, we are moving out to and along that

frontier as best economically as we can. Of course, we may niot like the

'resulting product mix as well as the previous product mix. in addition,

moving along the production possibility frontier often entails costs of

conveting production capability to produc new, different, or different rates

of products.

The bottom line is that additional production, for the moment at least,

will require additional resources and, as I hope to show, that these resources

9
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"me from the federal budget. Resources within the DOD can be shifted to

-ase production at the expense of other DOD programs. Those shifted

)urces would still be federal. Resources could be shifted from other

,vernmental sectors; these too would remain federal resources. Added federal

:esources could be allocated to defense production.

Contractor investment could improve production but such investment must

necessarily flow from federal expenditures. The profits on defense contracts

could be plowed back into productivity investments; however, the source of

those profits flow from the federal government. In addition, there has been a

tendency to disinvest in such productivity improvements. Contractors could

plow profits from the commercial sectors of their business into the defense

sector. This woulr truly provide an Peternal source of funding defense

productivity improvements. However, until very recently the trend has been in

the other direction. Commercial investments were expanded at the expense of

4 the defense sectors. 8 Thus, realistically, the federal government remains

the necessary source of funding increases for defense production and defense

productivity.

Barriers to increasing defense production fall into two general

categories. These categories correspond to the challenges of increasing

defense production. The first general category is barriers to productivity,

the second barriers to increased funding.

This paper focuses primarily on overcoming public resistance to funding

as that is perceived as the greater limitation. A nuber of publications have

addressed the problems inhibiting productivity in the defense industry. I

will recap selectively the most significant in my opinion as a distillation of

a number of studies, books, and personal experience.

10



The first and, in my opinion, the most significant is instability. The

uncertainties of the budget process make orderly research, development,

production, and deployment impossible in many instances. Economies of

schedule and efficient production lots are sacrificed. Effective employment

on a given project can be subject to considerable peaks and valleys of funding.

The uncertainties of the budget process can be compounded by

uncertainties associated with requirements based on dynamic threat,

technological opportunities, and tactics. Thus the perceived vagaries of

employment and reliable opportunities for gain have motivated workers,

engineers, managers, vistors, and subcontractors to abandon or reduce their

reliance on defense efforts. While the participation of defense oriented

prime contractors has been fairly constant, some large corporations have

deliberately sought to expand their commercial activities while reducing their

relative dependence on defense contracting.9

he costs of instability of the budget and instability of labor at the

plant level could be conservatively estimated by Dr. Jacques Gansler at $1.185

billon a year.1 0 7he real costs maybe significantly higher.

The second problem is that there are inadequate incentives to increase

productivity. My belief is that the general conclusions of Bela Gold are

specifically applicable to the defense industry and that "diminishing rates of

progress in the productivity and technological capabilities of major sectors

* ' of industry are attributable in greatest measure not to complacency,

indifference, sloth, or ignorance, but to the absence of incentives attractive

enough to offset the active deterrents to undertaking such improvement

efforts. "I i

11
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Incentive contracts have been shown to be generally ineffective. 12 In

* my view, (shared by others) this is for three basic reasons. First, survival

and not profit maximization is the basic motivator of defense industries.

Second, it is the results of the combined series of contracts over time that a

prudent manager seeks to optimize - in terms of survival, profit, or

whatever. Therefore, the focus of incentives in an incoherent way, on

individual contracts could produce the desired results only through the

greatest coincidence. Third, without a reliable market that expands rather

than contracts as a result of productivity investments, those investments will

not be forthcoming no matter how greatly incentivized. This is a view shared,

I believe, by many defense contractors, but only expressed in confidence.

(mult.-year contracting circumvents this last concern somewhat by guarantying

some recovery of investmnts if contractually defined production levels .'..e

not achieved because of subsequent government termination actions.)

The costs associated with failing to implement various productivity

isprovements and failing to trim overhead have been estimated by Dr. Gansler

at $2.25 billion a year. 13 Don Moore and I had projected a billion dollar

savings from expanding and improving contractor implmntation of work

measurement systems. 1 4

The challenge in this area, was also described by Gold, ".

governmental agencies concerned with the encouragement of technological

* progress in the national interest would patiently benefit from increasing

empirical insights into the effects of various kinds of technological

innovations under specific conditions and into the technological

responsiveness of different industries to shifting factor price - as bases for
considering

12



the desirability of seeking to modify relevant industrial decisions. 15 In

other words we ought to know what we are doing before we do it - a message

with social ramifications.

Th e third general barrier to productivity is the restrictions to

expanded participation in the market. Sophisticated (or at least complex)

gover-ment procurement requires contractor time and money to develop the

requisite systems, understanding, and relationships to acconmmdate

requirements for cost accounting, quality assurance, work measurement,

electromagnetic compatability, human factors, and so on. Proposal preparation

and iinenent research costs can be significant. Funding uncertainties and

changes can delay awards requiring significant investments for a considerable

period prior to the receipt of funding for the first government contract.

7hese restrictions can hurt productivity in several ways. Competion is

reduced. 16 Innovation can be inhibited for the small companies with novel

ideas and those companies may be discouraged from entering the defense

busin . 17 Costs tend to increase from relying on contractors with high

overheads resulting from the large proposal teaus and nmerous specialists.

The fourth general barrier to productivity is the already

institutionalized practice of requiring defense expenditures to address

bocio-.omic problem. 18 Public law and the Defense Aquisition

gulation contain a number of provisions designed to have defense spending

servs the perceived national interest in ways other than getting defense items

for the oimest cost. Inclued are provisions for protecting union wages,

targeting of contracts to geographical areas of high unemployment, directing

aistw= to moll businessmen, offering equal employment opportunity,

13



channeling contracts to minority enterprises without benefit of competition,

prohibiting construction of naval vessels in foreign shipyards, preserving a

mobilization base for jeweled bearings, restricting the acquisition of foreign

buses, restricting the purchase of specified classes of commodities of foreign

origin, prohibiting employment on Government contracts of prisoners, requiring

mandatory purchase of specified supplies from Federal Prison Industries, Inc.,

* purchasing meat only from suppliers who conform to standards of humiane

slaughter, prohibiting contracting with a company convicted of criminal

violation of air polution standards, and so on. 19

These restrictions, in some cases, may result in significant cost

premius. Paying union wages in areas where the prevailing wage rates are

lower is one example. Buying ships from Japan might also be significantly

ess costly than U.S. coM . ac ion. 3orna work -~et aside for small businesses

and minority enterprises may prove unsuitable and have to be redone later by a

larger business. The point is not that the restrictions are bad per sE it is

that we may be paying, in essence, defense dollars in the form of lost

economies to help meet certain socio-economic objectives.

This process of trying to serve several masters with a single dollar

suggests that a traditional concept of productivity may be inappropriate. The

real output desired is goods, services, and progress toward social goals from

* ~-. a measured inpuit of labor and/or capital. Keep this in mind when we are

* considering actions within a franmwrk for reducing perceived opportunity

costs.

14
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I would like to arbitrarily categorize the barriers to securing funding

for defense production as resistance to requirements, resistance to waste, and

resistance to opportunity costs.

Resistance to requirements develops, I suggest, in several ways.

Traditionally the people of the United States have resisted peacetime buildup

of military forces.20  If a threat was perceived and understood, support of

N'- military spending was assured. If not, then support becomes questionable.

The complex technologicial threats, tactics, and strategies involved in the

selection, development, and production of defense systems is not easily

grasped. The task of winning public support for these systems is further

complicated by the political aspects of the process and by disagreements or

controversy within the defense comimity as to which system is needed. his

internal disagreement has helped stinulate external criticism of systems on

technical grounds, which is a relatively recent phenomenon.21 No longer

does the lay community accept without question the positions of the defense

cmunity expert. This increases the challenge of making technical decisions

and approaches rational and understandable to the public.

Resistance to waste is understandable. Spending to meet even valid

requiremnts may be resisted if it is thought that spending will be

excIsivly wasteful. Defense spending suffers from perceptions of waste for

several reasons.
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The absolutely high levels of spending mean even isolated instances of

waste could result in the potential for multi-billon dollar horror stories.

The vastness of defense spending also increases the number of opportunities

for horror stories. The media and the American people seem to focus on bad

news and a balanced sense of perspective is often absent. 2 2 In this regard

there is a sense that Defense may be, relatively, the best managed (least

wasteful) government department; however, some of those opposed to increased

* Defense spending say that that is to be expected and the Department of Defense

should be held to higher standards of performance than departments devoted to

addressing social concerns. 2 3 This dual standard offers a potential for

exploitation to the benefit of both Defense and non-Defense agencies. The

barriers to productivity discussed above may also contribute to perceptions of

Finally, defense spending may be resisted because of the opportunity

costs. 2 4 The funds spent addressing even valid defense requirements in an

efficient manner may be perceived to be better spent on human services or not

spent at all to decrease a budget deficit. If requirements are not clearly

understood and waste is also perceived, the opportunity costs will be

perceived to be even greater.
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* CHAPTER III

EXAMN@ATION OF THE FACTIORS OF PR~OLETION

This section analyzes the factors of production in terms of their

contribution to production and their opportunity costs, especially when

* associated with defense electronics production.

The factors discussed will be land, labor, capital, entrepreneurial

skill and technology, following the economic formulation of production at the

outset of the paper. Real property and plant facilities will generally be

included in "land." Engineers and engineering will generally be included in

"technology" although some of the discussion of "labor" will apply to

engineers and mangers ("entrepreneurial skill"). Material is included under

Land.

Land and other fixed assets contribute to production by virtue of their

geography and their quality. Industries were located economical distances

from resources. The resources could be minerals, other industries, trade

routes, commerce centers, or, as in the case of electronics, the educational

centers of the San Francisco Bay area's "Silicon Valley," and Boston's Route

128.

As the economies of location change, the economics of production at that

location also change. Mineral quality, trade routes, transportation mo~des,

energy supplies, and so on are altered over time. labor costs, too, tend to

be regional. The flight of the textile industry from New England is one

17



example of a geographic response to changing economics. The historical

* economies of iron and coal production led to the concentration of steel

industries in the Midwest, which led, in turn to the concentration of

automobile industries. Thus declines in those heavy industries produce severe

regional distress.

Land may be the scarcest and least flexible factor of production. Whole

industries are not easily relocated from one location to another.

These changes create barriers to and opportunities for productivity

imrprovement. Costly change may be required to revitalize a dying industry or

to transition that industrial capacity (L,L,K,E,T) to a more viable

sector.2 It may be that transition of the industrial capacity is necessary

to spark continued progress. The completed transition - as from buggies to

automobiles or frow manual cozrypitations to computers - may result ini the

& creation of more wealth and more jobs. At the same time, pressures to ease

~4. the economic plight of those disrupted by the transition may create added

demands on the, at least temporarily, declining resources of a declining

industry in what may be a declining economy.

Geography also impacts the ability to secure support for defense

production. As Senators and Representatives represent geographical

constituencies, where an industry receiving defense work is located can be an

important consideration. The prosperity of their districts is directly

affected by defense spending. The strategy of trying to spread lower tier

defense work across a broad geographical base in order to maximize the

26political impact has been employed. In addressing those who would wish to

18
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cut defense expenditures, Senator Tower requested Senators, "candidates for

reduction" in "military installations or contractor operations." 2 7 There

were none.

The opportunity costs of land use to support defense production are

simply that that land is not then available for farming, housing, recreation,

or other kinds of industrial production. Other industries may also generate

less toxic waste, fewer potential polutants, or fewer moral or safety concerns

than defense.

Labor.

Labor has been the primary focus of productivity. The Cobb-Douglas

equation was philosphically deliberately multiplicative, that is without both

labor and caoital there would be no production. Mile there have been
continuing efforts to improve human output through using superior tools,

machines, methods, psychology, physiological and genetic characteristics,

mn-machines interface, automation, or computers; the focus had been on the

traditional output per manhour. The decreased costs of labor were compared to

the increased investments required to make the 3abor more productive and the

output of the new labor capital mix. The labor component of the land, labor,

capital, entrepreneurial skill, and techonology tended, on the whole, to

prosper with the transition and growth of industries and productivity.

I offer three observations that require or reflect a change in the focus

on productivity. First, the prosperity generated from increased productivity

has been used, in part, to cushion the adverse impacts on labor of

unemployment, disability, illness, displacement, and retirement. 2 8 The
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institutionalization of that process alters the cost to society of

productivity gains creating unemployment. Second, as labor has shifted into

V.% the service sector, it has become increasingly more difficult to find

meaningful measures of productivity in terms of output units per

manhours.29 Third, the extension of current automation trends and expanded

use of robotics may well portend a decline in total industrial employment.

The numbers of jobs being created as the result of robotics and increased

automation may be fewer than the numters of jobs displaced as the result of

the increased productivity. 3 0

The opportunity costs of employing labor on defense production is that

that labor is unavailable for other work. A unique criticism of defense

spending is that it creates fewer jobs than most other types of spending.31

imus, if employmnt or job creation was factor, non-defense spending wuld be

presumed to be a superior vehicle for achieving that end.

Capital.

Capital is the basic ingredient and medium of exhange and measurement

for production. Various enterprises and the government compete for investment

funds to fuel production or services and, in the case of enterprises, generate

profits commensurate with the risk.

Two observations appear relevant today. First, as noted earlier,

vent re capital has tended to flow out rather than into defense production.

Second, also as noted earlier, there is an increasing concern over government

deficit spending and the impact of those deficits on the economy as a
whole. 3 2
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Therefore, the opportunity costs of defense spending are particularly

apparent in the capital factor of our production equation. A spiral of

declining productivity and profitability has reduced the defense production

A. industrial base and reduced the capital and motivation available for

increasing productivity. The serious concern about the impact of deficits on

the availability of capital for economic growth across the board exacerbates

the situation.

Entrepreneurial Skill.

* .*.Entrepreneurial skill can make significant differences in the

productivity and profitability of industries. 3 3 In the defense industry,

however, there is not a direct link between productivity and profitability.

Defense managers of large prime contractors are motivated more by

zurvival than by maximizing profits. Survival is related riore to technical

capability and the ability to respond to government requirements than to

productivity or cost effectiveness. Dr. Thomas S. Amlie cited the need for

* large corporations with a commercial mix to segregate the government divisions

from those in the competitive market place because of the corrupting effect of

govrnmernt pcocurew-nt policies and practices. 3 4 I have personally heard a

corporate aerosace manufacturing executive declare his firm could not compete

in the open market place without an overwhelming technical advantage - they

had tried and failed.

I wish to again restate my position that this relative deficiency in

cost competitiveness in sowe wholly defense-oriented firms is not sloth. It

is the result of inadequate incentives to be productive and of an environment

21
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that can be hostile toward enhancing productivity. Furthermore, these firms

are managed to be responsive to dramatic technical and schedule challenges.

The government might be well advised to examine carefully the responsiveness

that could be sacrificed in meeting other requirements by a significant, real

emphasis on output per manhour gains in productivity. Nonetheless, there

appears to be an opportunity for improved productivity through improved

entrepreneurial skill in the defense industry.

Commercial industry and business has also been criticized. A

short-sighted focus on profits at the expense of quality and a commitment to

research are commonly cited. 3 5 Thus, of course, entrepreneurial skill is

directly related to technology.

Technology.

The importance of technology to the electronics industry is obvious.

The opportunity costs and trade offs may not be so obvious.

The opportunity costs have been bluntly portrayed as a choice. We could

compete successfully with the Russians in military electronics or with the

Japanese in commerical electronics, but we are lacking the resources to do

both.36

These portrayals cite the percentage of electrical engineers and

computer scientists absorbed into the defense electronics industries. They

also cite the dominance of government research and development funding. It is

also sometimes argued that defense contractors bid up the salaries of

engineers, eroding the ability of conercial firms to compete. The secrecy,

and "need to know" associated with military efforts may also be cited as

barriers to learning and technology transfer.
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Several observations are appropriate. First, defense used to dominate

the high technology electronics market but now coxmands only a small portion

of that market. 37 Second, the government funded, defense-oriented research

may have provided a foundation for or aided commnerci.al success. 38 Third,

the trade off of secrecy versus technology growth appears as applicable in

many ways to our commercial struggles as to our military ones. 9 Let me

elaborate briefly.

The omercial market offers millions of potential buyers for standard

or tailored versions of standard products such as computers, video games, and

the like. The potential in the commercial sector to amrtize research and

developmnt investments is far greater. The defense market place offers both

less demand and more specialized demand. Defense systm designed to operate

in aostile physical arid electromi.,;netic environments are not .Iaeded oL. _w

inappropriately expensive for broad commercial application.

'

The ideal situation it seems ould be for a large corporation to eongage

in military as well as cmmuercial research and development and then to apply

the combined results to both the military and commerical market place. The

Westing~house Electric Corporation is a notable example of a corporation with

d.,

such a deliberate strategy. They have established "technology insertion" (not

merely application) groups to make maxium use of their research

products. Both defense and comercial sectors benefit.

Still others prefer to avoid reliance on Govemnt sponsored research

or to maintain an exclusive defense orientation. These strategies reflect

t iuboth the specific attitudes and characteristics of the markets targeted by the

firms.
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On balance, however, the search for Goverment sponsored and funded

research and development appears to be the strongest motivator for firms to

enter the defense electronics sector in a serious way.
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CHAPTER IV

FRAMERK FOR INCREASING DEFENSE PRODUCTION BY

REIXING PEICEIVED OPPOTUNITY COSTS

The frame work consists of four elements designed to counter the

barriers to increased defense production.

stewardship.

The first element of the framework, I suggest, should be stewardship.

An improved and publicly recognizable sense of stewardship would address

public resistance borne of concern for unneeded requirements and waste. That

is we should invite a dual standard of scrutiny for defense and non-defense

agencies and use it to our advantage. The vast sums of money that defense

spends and the consequences of imprud-i-t spending demand . strong -kse of

stewardship. A perception of advocating the frivolous and of spending

profligately would undermine all other elements of the framework.

To these ends a number of programs have been instituted to attack fraud,

waste, and abuse in the Department of Defense. Though apparently not a part

of a cc W ehensive framework designed to secure public support, they are

useful and demonstrate awareness of the importance of stewardship to that

end. 41

Sensitivity to Opportunity Costs.

In conjunction with a sense of stewardship, a demonstrable sensitivity

to opportunity cost is needed. Not only should we assure the validity of our

requirements and the integrity of spending to satisfy those requirements, but

we should reflect an awareness of the values potentially foregone as the

result of defense spending.
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This sensitivity would serve the Department of Defense well in two

regards. First, it could help counter an image of callousness sometimes

attributed to defense spenders. Second, it could help avoid situations where

the defense comimnity gets out of touch with changing societal concerns.

The Defense Economic Impact Modeling System (DEIM) provides the

Department of Defense a powerful tool to assess the impact of defense

.4 spernng. The DOD has so employed the tool, evidence of an existing concern

for the opportunity costs of defense spending.

Public Information and Tracking to longer Range Objectives.

The third element of the framework consists of two parts. The first

part is a comprehensive and aggressive public information program. The second

part is, in conjunction with that program, to invite a public tracking of

progress in achieving longer range objectives. Both must work together.

Once requirements are scrubbed, waste is controlled, and a sensitivity

to opportunity costs is achieved; then the public should be made to understand

the requirements and the fact that satisfying these requirements fully

warrants support - even considering the opportunity costs of the defense

expenditures. The public mast have true and accurate information that is

sincerely and meaningfully conveyed in order to help clear up any

misperceptions and to aid the building of an imformed consensus.

The results of building an informed consensus may not always be support

of defense spending. However, the lack of support should stem from honest

differences in values rather than from misunderstanding what was required.

The challenge is to convert the complexity of defense spending issues into

illustrations that have meaning for the layman. Defense spending requests
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should not go unsupported only because they are unexplainable, unless the

inability to explain the requests is itself a reflection of an irrational

requirement.

Issue by issue consensus building is not enough. The public needs to

identify both with where we are going and with our progress in getting there.

A process by which we describe where we are going and how we measure

progress to that end is useful for three or perhaps four reasons.

First it helps the defense comunity clarify its own thinking in that

regard. If we can articulate to the public an overall game plan, considering,

of course, the need to protect classified information, it will be constructive

for us as well. Even more useful would be our tracking progress against the

plan. This would force . e~ne re-ppraisals of our assumtions. .,

could be reasonably assured of public reaction if it appeared we were

continuing something that no longer made sense. The point is that we would

work harder at keeping ourselves honest.

Second, it helps capture public support. he United States public, it

seem to me, prefers to or needs to embrace concrete goals and specific

accomplishments toward those goals. Perhaps, the mercury and Apollo programs

are good examples. In winning World War II, the North African landings were

motivated, in part, it seems by a desire to provide a concrete step for the

public to identify with. The same might be said of Doolittle's raid on Tokyo

and the initial bombings of Berlin. The American people may not so much lack

national resolve as to be unwilling to expend it without being able to

visualize the results.42
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Third, the example of the defense community may create pressure for

similar actions by constituents of the social programs. This would, in my

opinion, strengthen these programs and motivate additional cost

effectiveness. Thus additional federal resources could be made available,

reducing somewhat the perceived opportunity costs of defense spending.

,Fourth, it may be useful in our dealings with our allies and our

adversaries. It would show resolve and organization. It would also provide

* greater insight to them that they might be able to use to our detriment. In

an open and democratic society such as ours, however, denying information to

an adversary may be a less effective strategy than overwhelming an adversary

with information.

Clearly, a number of initiatives consistent with this approach are

underway. Road shows take unclassified threat briefings to the general

public. Brochures describing Soviet Military Power are being circulated by

the Defense Department. Even AF, following the head of the Army War

College, has a program promoting discussions between students and public

groups on contemporary issues.

Led by Bath Iron Works, defense contractors are starting to take defense

issues to the people. This advocacy advertising appears to be growing. 43

Advertisers are unstardably cautious, however, seeking to avoid provoking a

public backlash to a perceived propaganda campaign. 4 4

Certain longer range goals have been publicized, such as the need for a

600 ship navy. More such goals are needed.
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* Stability and Dependability.

The last element of the framework addresses one of the major barriers to

increasing the productivity in the defense industry. Aggressive efforts are

needed to increase the stability and dependability of resource commitments to

support defense production.

* This is obvious and widely recognized. The Defense Guidance addresses

* the issue. 4 5  The defense spending profile of the current administration

appears designed to achieve a stable, dependable growth in defense spending.

Initiatives, such as multi-year procurement, directly attack contractor

reluctance to invest in production efficiencies because single year production

buys provide an insufficient return on those investments.
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CHAPTER V

ADDITIONAL SPECIFIC ACTIONS

Consistent with and within the framework proposed, some additional

specific actions are suggested.

Stewardship Actions

In a weapons system program office, several specific actions may be useful

in developing a greater sense of stewardship of public resources. The key is

to "personalize" the reponsibility for asset management.

The ideas are simple and straightforward. The budgets are shredded out

and individuals and individual organizations are made specifically responsible

for their assigned portions. 1hey are to manage those portions as i f the

money was their own. Furthermore, the itenm or funds could be depicted in

terms the individuals were familiar with. DEauples would be multiples of a

local church's budget, the hours a local factory worker mu1st work to pay the

taxes to fund the item, and so on.4 If the program budget could be shred

out in manageably sized portions, and more portions personalized in a graphic

way for those responsible, a greater sense of stewardship should result. The

danger is that given the deands on program offices, the frustration levels

might also increase significantly.

The trick, of course, is to increase the personal specificity of

* stewardship responsibilities by decreasing the general responsibilities. That

is we seek to reduce the financial span of control by making more individuals

specifically responsible for the smaller financial spans. And then to try to
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depict that financial span in terms that give a personal meaning to the

individual responsible. This requires no more people, only more innovation

and additional delegations of responsibility and authority to those lower in

the program office hierarchy. This would not appear to be more than a logical

extension of the way in which many programs are currently run.

Another suggestion is for program offices to employ "viability

indicators." The usefulness of a program my be bounded by certain measures

reflecting the minimal cost, schedule, technical and, perhaps, political

performance necessary to remain viable. Another way of looking at it would be

* that at some points of performance the funds spent on the program do not

justify the opportunity costs.

There are two reasons for advoi, ating c-,uch indic-?tors. The first is

/. mice it easier to render prompt euthenasia to suffering programs not

warranting additional resource commitments. The second is to provide a

vehicle for the program manager to reassess periodically the validity of the

basic assumptions inherent in the funding of his programs, to provide a

perspective baseline. Let me amplify briefly.

I realize that the DSAEC process with its goals, thresholds, and

milestones already serves this purpose in a formal sense.* I propose no

alteration to this system.

What I am suggesting is that the program manager sit down with those above

him and agree on an informal list of parameters, which if violated, should

cause the very existence of the program to be questioned. The basic

assumptions should be understood so that both the program manager and his

bosses can recognize when the validity of these assu.mptions may becomes

questionable.
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These parameters, possibly unlike DSARC thresholds, should fully consider

the program in the context of other current defense and non-defense efforts.

Threat, force mix, tactics, and strategy changes may create conditions where a

program no longer makes sense. Of course, cost growth, failure to achieve

technical goals, and schedule slips may also mean a program no longer warrants

funding and the resources committed to that program should be realIs .-:ted.

Reomwending program termination has been a program manager

responsibility.47 So far as I know, however, no program manager has ever

recommended his program be terminated. Many programs have been terminated, of

course. As I believe that the program manager should have been the first to

recognize the need, the program terminations present two problems that might

4- have been intenerated.

First, the delay from time of program manager recognition of a likely

termination until an external termination was imposed represents a possible

waste of resources.

Second, the externally imtosed termination may create confidence and

credibility problems that might be avoided if the recommendation for

termination flowed from the program manager in a timely manner.

The force of personalities in the weapons system acquisition business is,

I submit, a fact of life. The emphasis is to somehow, even against all odds,

make something happen. Therefore, unlike a sense of stewardship which should

be enhanced by personalization, certain program management decisions should be

improved and made more reflective of good stewardship if they could be more

impersonal. Prior agreements on "viability indicators" could help in

establishing an aeptable, informal, "safe" vehicle for a program manager to

alert his boss that the entire program may need to be rethought.
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Actions Directly Reflecting Opportunity Costs

4' There appear to be strategies that could directly consider opportunity

* costs in the selection of hardware for defense production.

One would be to consider force mixes that take maxium advantages of

employing idle capacity. If you can recall the discussion of productive

efficiency, we could select hardware mixes and quantities that maximize the

production function. This would give us the "mo~st" force out of the existing

capabilities. It would directly address the problem of employing idle labor

and facilities. Overhead would tend to be minimized. We would be pushing out

to and along the current production possibility frontiers.

Another, a variation of the first actually wouid be to iterate strategy

and force mix upon developing an understanding of specific item cost-quantity

4 tradeoffs. That is a defense planner would be presented a series of

cost-quantity curves for hardware. For example:

SAi /Unit $/Unit

A B C etc.

Nuber of units Number of units Number of units

The planner would then estimate the cost of implementing the desired strategy

(the numb~er of units of A, B, and C. etc.) to form a baseline. Then by

4 considering different hardware mixes he could see if he might be wiser to
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change his strategy to take advantage of being able to get more units more the

same dollars using a different force mix.

By using a series of straight lines to approximate the curves, a linear

programming approach could be employed. One could try to maximize the number

of units produced subject to constraints. The constraints could include total

cost and the limitations of time or resources. This would not be unlike the

determination of p* in our discussion of productive efficiency.

Alternatively, one could subdivide the units into categories (strategic,

sustainability, tactical, etc.) and specify constraints on the minimu number

of units by category. Then, subject to these constraints, we could attempt to

minimize the cost.

In reality, there would be yet another dimension to these curves, that of

time. The planner would be concerned with unit cost changes as a function of

schedule as well. The point remains that optimal production runs in terms of

cost, quantity, and schedule balances could be useful in iterating strategies.

Yet another approach would be to consider the "net" cost of production

programs to society. This could be done in a variety of ways of differing

complexity.

A simple way would be to look at the job creation capability of

alternative programe of comparable cost. By picking the program creating the

most jobs, the opportunity costs of not being able to fund a jobs program

would be minimized.

In the Cobb-Doulas approach program A would have PA - ,'. an

program 8 would have P. s BKBLS . if PA'P B , then compare LA

and LB, and pick the program with the largest L.
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If a linear programming approach were used, we could compare current

production (p) to the maximized production (p*). Then we would compare the

current labor with the labor for maximized production. Everything else being

equal we would select the program that increases labor the most.

In input-output approaches we would look for the program with the greatest

coefficient of labor, everything else being equal.

The linear programming approaches to maximize production subject to

resource constraints or to minimize production cost subject to constraints on

the minimum postures to achieve levels of effectiveness could be employed in

combination with the net social cost concept. The unit cost curves would be

replaced by net (defense plus social) cost curves and techniques employed as

before.

First, I realize Lhere are drawbacks w-,d difficuicies in ujirng such

approaches. On balance, I still consider the approaches worthwhile. Second,

in a real sense such approaches have been employed for a long time. I'll

discuss the second observation first.

The generic concept being considered is to evaluate defense spending

alternatives against criteria that consider the total benefit to society--both

in terms of national security and domestic welfare. The long term patterm of

major program awards suggests that in some ways that is already being done.

Idle plants are filled. The major defense contractors are sustained. General

Dynamics won the YF-16 when the work in Air Force Plant 4 had declined.

Fairchild Republic built the A-1O in largely idle facilities on Long Island.

Work regularly flows in to Air Force Plant 6 for Lockheed-Georgia. And so on.
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Let us look at that pattern. Of competing contractors, the one with the

greatest idle capacity is also the one most motivated to obtain work.

Therefore that contractor is the most likely to bid competitively and is

likely to produce the most competitive bid. It may well be that the optimism

reflected in the competitive bid of a motivated contractor is a reasonable

quantitative measure of social and defense costs of the program. Clearly,

redressing regional pockets of high unemployment and preserving the industrial

base are laudable goals. The precedence for using defense spending to address

such goals was established long ago. Indeed, defense procurement is

legislated to such ends. Tb use a crude analogy, we are no longer discussing

whether or not to prostitute defense spending, we are arguing over the price.

To continue, if the high pocket of regional unemployment happens to fall

in the district or state of an influential representative or senator, so much

the better. That does not P se lessen the value of spending, althought it

may invite other types of criticism. Even those criticisms may be intenerated

by arguments of net social value.

Factors other than job creation can also be considered. In the case of

defense electronics research and development and production, one such factor

my be the tecmological impect on our ability to compete with the Japanese.

Another way of looking at the awards would be from a purely political

point of view. Though politics is obviously a factor in this nation, true

political interference in major proaM 11ts appears to be quite rare. There

are laws and other directives to that end as well.

now let m diacus my observation that the gains from such approaches may

veil offset the drawbacks. First a number of potential drawbacks come to mind.
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If awards are based on social or political factors above, then clearly

weapon cost, schedule, and performance may be jeopardized. Even just

considering social factors could act to discourage productivi'_y invest-ments.

A series of awards tied to current capabilities could preserve existing

capacity but deny opportunities for innovation, growth, and expansion.

What I am doing, however, is advocating we be, when possible, explicit

about the social factors we are considering and that these factors be but one

of many considerations. That is close to rotherhood and to where we really

are now.

There is one big difference. Using the suggested approaches we can better

understand the tradeoffs, use these to our advantage, and take credit for

them. This could help avert military, contractor, and public f .

distrust, and misunderstanding.

As for sacrifices in productivity, they could be addressed in two ways.

First, the cost savings attributed to efficient production could be applied to

or compared with the social contribution of less efficient production. It may

be better to make electronic hardware with robots and apply the savings

directly to social programs. Second, as I have already shown, there is little

real incentive for defense contractors to be truly cost efficient. Therefore,

little is lost. Also effective incentives could still be employed and would

be reflected in the cost/quantity curves.

Public Information Actions

One suggestion is to publicize the "opportunity benefits" of defense

spending. The suggestion is not to advocate defense spending as a vehicle to
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address social concerns. The suggestion is to take credit for it when it

happens. Service in the Armed Forces has been shown to have a beneficial

,2 affect on the earnings patterns of minorities. 4 8  Though not directly

related to defense production, it could be publicized.

Furthermore the Armed Forces have acted as an employer, trainer, and

disciplinarian of last resort. Though this may be changing, we can claim some

credit for continuing services in this regard.

The Armed Forces also provides training for some skills--pilots,

mechanics, flight controllers, and so on--that benefit conmercial industries

' by reducing the educational and training burden they would have to bear.

Defense spending also provides a spring board for commercial ventures. As

noted earlier, defense research and development helped fuel the conurcial

electronics boom. Submarine reactors provided a prototype for those in

* nuclear power plants.

Mnother suggestion is to project the threat carefully and realistically

for the public. Alarmist projections and rapidly and inexplicably changing

projections should be avoided, if possible, for in the long run they may tend

to undermine the confidence of the public.

Though many efforts are underway to project the threat to the public and

these efforts may be expanding, there still appears to be significant public

uncertainty as to the nature and seriousness of the threat. Whiile =x~h of

this uncertainty may always be present, progress appears possible.

Controversies over he nature of the threat,, given the nature of our

dunocracy, are likely to be a fact of life. A broad projection of the threat

that --sonases or acknowledges differing perspectives may also be helpful.
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A public possibly indisposed to defense spending in the first place my

consciously or subconsciously look for technical disagreement as an excuse not

~ to support spending perceived as requiring sacrifice.

Also, I suggest that defense contractors and others in .or supportive of

the defense community should carefully expand issue and image advertising.

Traditionally defense marketing and advertising focused on decision makers

within the defense conuunity and Congress. While it appears that focus may be-

starting to change, marketing and advertising remain highly directed and

concentrated in defense oriented media. marketing was oriented to getting a

piece of the defense pie and not toward expanding the pie itself. The current

administration has demonstrated its intent to expand defense spending based on

a serious consideration of the threat. Defense sperl.ing incrp.os:s cannot IN-

sustained without public support. It would appear prudent for the defense

coouimity to work to build that support. Care should be exercised to avoid a

"backlash."

Stability and Dependability Actions

The suggestion is to use end item demand as an incentive for both

productivity and stability. my contention is that end item demand is the only

effective incentive to stiulate investments in productivity. Rather than

trying to defend that contention, I will try to defend a milder one. End item

deand is the most rational incentive to stimuzlate investments in productivity

and is the incentive most consistent with the American perceptions of free

enterprise.

Defense contractors appear unlikely to invest in productivity improvements

without sufficient demand to amortize that invesmnt. Furthermore, as
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previously discussed, the nature of the defense business promotes neither

productivity investments nor confidence in sufficiently stable production

requirements to amortize the investment.

The effective demand for certain defense products can be increased by

pooling the demand for domestic weapons with those for foreign sales. In

addition, when commercial products offer promise to effectively satisfy

defense requirements, buying the commercial products enables us to benefit

from an economy of scale. In certain cases, defense products may well have

c tcxrial potential and that may also provide an opportunity to increase

effective demand.

I also suggest direct incentives. The government should offer to buy

AJ z- 'nats"., ll" -, "£ numbers of items as unit cost decreases. For

exa&Vle, the government would buy 1,000 airplanes at a cost of $5 million each

as opposed to buying only 400 airplanes if the cost were $10 million each.

This incentive could be rolled down to the workers. They would know the

harder they worked, the longer the production run, and the greater their job

security.

My view is that Americans like to produce. Incentivizing productivity by

stimilating demnd makes intuitive sense. They can take pride in the output

and the value added weapons provide our Armed Forces. Surge planning, while

economically sound, may be ai lly unsuited to the United States. Buying

fewer end itemi and spending saw of the savings to provide an expansion

capability we hope we need never use may reduce the expected costs of

production. It may also be difficult to sell to the American people.
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K CHAPTER VI

COCWLUDIN REMARKS

Public support remains key to increasing defense production. The

perceived opportunity costs of defense production must be addressed both by

clearing up the misperceptions and by intenerating the costs.

he framwrk suggested for doing that is obvious. Many actions are

underway that fall within such a framework. The actions suggested are, for

the most part, neither new nor original.

Integrating actions within the suggested framewrk appears desirable and,

perhaps, innovative. Directly considering the net costs of defense programs

to society appears t,.# be both original rnd edesirable. I e,-earch t-o ,lrVid '

evaluate the general approaches suggested appears warranted.

President Eisenhower, in the 1960s dedication of the Acade ic Building of

the Industral College of the Armed Forces, said:

"Our liberties rest with our people, upon
the scope and depth of their understanding of the
nation's spiritual, political, military, and
economic realities."

To that end, this report is written.
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